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MANUFACTURING RESOURCE PARTNERS, LLC JOINS MICROSOFT DYNAMICS GP USER GROUP

September 22, 2011-- Reno, NV—Manufacturing Resource Partners announced today that it has joined
the Dynamics GP User Group (GPUG) as a Premier Partner Member.
GPUG is an independent group of Microsoft Dynamics GP users, partners, and industry experts,
recognized by Microsoft as the official user group for Dynamics GP. Manufacturing Resource Partners
participation in GPUG demonstrates their commitment to the Microsoft Dynamics GP community and
gives them new avenues to share their expertise.
“Manufacturing Resource Partners is very excited to be a part of this premier partner community for
Dynamics GP users,” said Dan Abernathy, Managing Director of Manufacturing Resource Partners. “The
educational opportunities available with this group and the interaction with customers give us the
opportunity to give back to a great user community.”
“Our Premier Partner members are an integral part of the GPUG community. They bring innovative
solutions, strategies and expertise to the group that is of immense value to our members,” said Kim
Peterson, GPUG Director. “GPUG will work hand in hand with Manufacturing Resource Partners in
growing the community by offering their customers many useful benefits as well. We’re happy to
welcome Manufacturing Resource Partners and we look forward to their participation in and
contributions to GPUG.”
ABOUT MANUFACTURING RESOURCE PARTNERS
Manufacturing Resource Partners is a Microsoft partner that specializes in implementing the Dynamics
GP ERP solution in manufacturing and service companies. MRP can help you with their industry leading
software solutions and APICS certified manufacturing specialists. Since 1994, they have been assisting
small and mid-sized companies to automate and integrate key areas of business, including all areas of
manufacturing, operations, field service, and accounting.
ABOUT GPUG
The Dynamics GP User Group (GPUG) is a user-driven, independent organization powered by Dynamic
Communities, Inc. GPUG’s leaders strive to help individuals and company members maximize the value
they receive from Microsoft Dynamics GP. Members learn, network, and share expertise through a
number of educational events, webinars, training courses, virtual collaborative meetings, regional
networking opportunities and a vibrant online community.
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